
3.4  Answers

Answer 1
( i ) The data includes 5 Sundays and 4 Mondays

∴  Each day of the week is not equally represented
As Saturdays and Sundays have less busy 'rush hours' at 6 pm the
councils calculation will not capture a true picture of the average congestion.

( ii ) 85 / 20  = 4.25

( iii ) Peter has selected all the Sundays from the data and so introduced
considerable bias into the sample data.

Answer 2
( i ) Y1 :   5 pupils

Y2 :   6 pupils
Y3 : 10 pupils
Y4 : 16 pupils  

( ii ) Each year group is proportionally represented and so the sample has the same
structure as the parent population. This would not be the case if a simple
random sample were taken (except by a freak chance !)

Answer 3
( i ) Opportunity Non-Random Sampling

( ii ) It's biased towards people who buy the food selection sold by a fish and chip
shop.
It's focussed on a single location which may not be typical of 'all of London'
It's only asking people who have 'gone out on a Friday night'

( iii ) Ask at a more neutral location such as a general car park.
Ask at several different locations 'around London'
Ask at different times over a week.

Answer 4
The number 81 was generated twice



Answer 5
( i ) Quota Non-Random Sampling

( ii ) No sampling frame required.
Quick, easy and inexpensive in comparison with a simple random sample.
Allows comparison between male and female deer.

( iii ) Males are on average heavier, and their masses have greater spread.

( iv ) Increase the sample size.
Catch deer at other locations in England
Catch deer at random times during the day

Answer 6
As 480 / 30 = 16, randomly select a number between 1 and 16
Then, starting with that employee, select the workers that have every 16th clocking-in
number after this

Answer 7
( a ) A Stratified Random Sample will be more representative of the population

because it mirrors the population structure better than a Simple Random
sample would.

( b ) Total staff is 720
° Managers   4

° Drivers   6

° Administrators 10

° Warehouse 20

( c )  Number the managers 1 to 72
Use RanInt#(1, 72) until 4 managers have been selected
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